
Unit - I : Our Kitchen  

Book back exercises  
 A. PROSE - THE BIG OFFER  
1. Circle the right word.                                                   Pg. 73 

 

knife 

 

               

 

spoon 

 

 

               pot 

 

bowl  

 

  

2. Match the following. 

 

3. Listen, think and write.  

 

recipe book 

fork mixer 

pan 



Look at the pictures and write the actions.    Pg. 74 
 

 

 

Circle the words with OO.        Pg. 75 
 

 
 

 
Fill in the blanks                    Pg. 76 
 

  
Rearrange the words to make sentence. They say it to your friend.  Pg. 77 
 

 
 

 

 



Look at the things below and tick  if you can count and cross  if you 

cannot count.                Pg. 79 
 

 

Read the words and tick () the correct box.                        Pg. 79 
  

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Circle the correct word.                             Pg. 82 

 

 

 

Arrange the story in the correct order using numbers from 1 to 3.  

 

                        (colour the images)                                  Pg. 82 

Let us think and do 

Let us make 



                              Big picture               Pg. 83 

 

 

1. What is in the girl’s hand? 

A key is in the girl’s hand. 

2. What is in the boy’s hand?  

A bat is in the boy’s hand. 

3. What is on the wall? 

A clock is on the wall. 

4. What is under the table? 

A ball is under the table. 

5. What is in the tank? 

Fishes are in the tank. 

6. What is on the sofa? 

A cushion is on the sofa. 

7. What is on the cupboard? 

A flower pot is on the cupboard. 

8. What is on the hanger? 

A shirt is on the hanger. 

9. What is the colour of the wall? 

Yellow is the colour of the wall. 

10. What is the time by the wall clock? 

The time is four o’clock. 

                                 

                             I Can Do                        Pg no. 84 

  

 

 

Knife      bowl     mixer 



1. Write the names of the utensils.  
 

2. Read the sentence and write True (T) or False (F). 

We cut with knife.                                                                  ( T ) 

We mix with recipe book.         ( F ) 

We make milkshake with mixie.        ( T ) 

We fry with pan.           ( T ) 

3. Match the word with picture.  

 

4. Arrange the letters and write the correct word.  

 

5.  Recite the poem ‘Bender the Blender’. 



https://diksha.gov.in/tn/play/collection/do_31277436312581734417751?contentType=TextBook 

        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwZk6K7E4ww 

6.  Listen to the teacher and ask a question. 

a. Ask a pen from your friend. 

Can I get a pen from my friend?  

b. Ask a notebook from your brother / sister. 

May I get a notebook from my brother / sister? 

7. Circle the odd one. 

 

8. Write C for things you can count and U for things you cannot count. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwZk6K7E4ww

